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AGERDA FOR THE EIGHTIES: V/HERE BO V.E GO FROM HERE
This study addressed the economic status of Black Americans
for this decade - the 1980s, The specific areas of concern were:
education, employment/occupation, housing, health, and politics.
A list of sixty-five participants were selected from Ehony
magazine's "The 100 Most Influential Black Americans,'^’* Those
Black Americans who were cited consistently from 1971 through
1979 were selected for this study.
The major findings of this study were: Black Americans will
make some progress in each of the areas mentioned. However, little
or no change will occur for the Black Americans v/ho are unskilled
and uneducated. Education and employment will continue to he top
priorities for Black Americans, This study also revealed that
discrimination is a major deterrent to progress for Black Americans.
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Black Americans are the only race and ethnic group in the
United States who have made little progress in proportion to
their number as compared with other races and ethnic groups in
this country. Black Americans, Blacks, Afro-Americans, and
Negro (to a lesser degree) will be used interchangeably through¬
out this paper. All classifications refer to the persons or
group of individuals who are members of the Black race living
within the boundary of the United States of America,
The struggle for rights, privileges, and opportunities,
which others take for granted, is a constant reminder that Blacks
are not considered as citizens of this country. They must fight
for their citizenship. Their history reflect the slow progress,
with periods of stagnation and regression, v/hich Black Americans
have made in fighting for their rights as human beings. Progress
is defined as improvement or moving forward in obtaining and
accomplishing goals. Since the abolishment of slavery. Black
Americans have made progress as this paper will attest. But, in
light of their past and present situation in this coimtry. Black
Americans will have to find new strategies to maintain, the rights
and privileges already accomplished. Each decade has presented
new battles for Blacks to combat and conquer. Many lives have
been lost for the sake of progress. This pattern will not change
in 1980 or the years following \uiless and until white Americans
see Blacks as human beings who happen to have a different color
of skin.
Black people in the United States have never been totally
accepted as citizens of this country including the rights thereof.
The position of Black Americans is unique from an historical
perspective v/hich has significance for present day reality. Since
their first presence in the United States, Blacks have been the
source of free and cheap labor of this country. They planted the
crops to feed white America; they did the cooking and cleaning
in white America's kitchens and houses; they reared white America'
children while leaving their own to look after themselves; they
were given the scraps from the bottom of the barrel while white
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America got the cream off the top. This is a very ugly and sordid
picture of Black Americans' past here in the United States. However,
it is a very true picture.
Many events have occurred since President Abraham Lincoln
signed the Emancipation Proclamation on January 1, 1863 giving
Black Americans freedom from slavery. Blacks were no longer the
property of the white man. This put the white man in a peculiar
position since Blacks could now compete against him. Y.'hite
America looking into the immediate and long-range future, devised
evil and degrading means of continued servitude and oppression
of Black Americans. These took the form of separatism, Jim Crow
laws and actions, and groups of whites formed an organization
that is still active today - the Klu Klux Klan (KKK). White
America used every vicious tactic it could think of to defeat
and dehumanize Black Americans. But Black Americans would not
be deterred or charted off their course in their new found freedom.
They became more mobile with many migrating from the South to
what they thought was the "land of plenty"-the North.
With the inception of the Industrial Revolution, Black Americans
had high hopes of obtaining decent gobs at decent wages along
with better and confrotable housing. Their dreams of a better
life were shattered when forced by lack of adequate finances and
ignorance to seek out the cheapest living conditions they could
afford. Here in the city. Blacks found ;jobs as maids, cooks,
janitors, chauffeurs, butlers, shoeshine "boys", and other menial
labor.
Black Americans have alv/ays viewed education as a panecea
to their dilemma. Black parents have scraped, scrimped, stretched,
and saved their hard earned dollars to see that their children
received a good education. Evidence of their fortitude is seen
in the few who have becbme doctors, lawyers, educators, gorunalists,
judges, politicians, and scientists. But not nearly enough were
receiving the education need to break the cycle of misery and despair.
Black Americans began to see that education was not enough in
itself. They needed better housing, decent jobs, better schools,
and respect as human beings. They were getting fed up with tokens
from white America.
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It began as a whisper among Black Ameficans; tired of going
to the back of buses, tired of being told "We don't serve Negroes",
tired of the labels "boy" and "Annie", tired of being treated as
second class citizens. This is what Black Americans were saying
to each other when they were in their own neighborhoods and houses.
Finally they were tired of telling each this because they
knew it. Black Americans decided it was time to let white America
know vdiat they were feeling and thinking and v/hat they wanted.
Black Americans spent a decadeOthe 1960s-telling not only v/hite
America, but the world what they felt, thought, and demanded as
citizens of the United States of America, Black Americans formed
organizations and concentrated their efforts in broadcasting
that "I, too, am America,"
The turbelent period of the 1960s has passed with some progress
made by Black Americans, As noted by Dr, Martin Luther King, Jr,:
"He made his government vn^ite laws to alter some of the creulest
injustices that affected him. He made an indifferent and
unconcerned nation rise from lethargy and recognize his oppression
and struggle with a newly aroused conscience. He gained manhood
in the nation that had always called him "boy, Tes, Black
Americans have done this but they have done much more. The 1954
court case of Plessy vs, the Board of Education put into law
that separate educational facilities were Inherently unequal,
and the enactment of the 1964 Civil Rights Bill and the 1965
Voting Rights Bill gave Blaoks the right to vote. This being the
first time since Reconstruction, To get these laws enacted. Blacks
had to march, demonstrate, picket, riot, and sit-in to let
America know their cause v/as just and serious,
W'hite America decided it v/ould pacify Black Americans by
handing out a few more jobs and letting them vote. But they weren't
about to let Black Americans go to school with them or be their
next door neighbor, not without a fight. Still looking ahead with
an eye on the immediate and long -range future, white America had
to look into its' bag of tricks and come up with nev; tactics to
further oppress and subjugate Black Americans, Thus racism and
discrimination v/ere given a new and added dimension to so-called
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white supremacy. This would be more difficult and take more time
to prove H'gainst the system. Because of the subtlety of these
recent oppressive tactics of white America, Black Americans have
lapsed into an illusion of progress. Another decade-the 1970s-
have come and gone with Black Americans still fighting and demanding
their full rights as citizens of this country,
Y/hat will the coming decade bring? Will Black /jnericans still
be echoing the sentiments of the past; more and better jobs,
decent housing, decent wages, better medical care and education?
Or will they be content with the progress they have made along
with white America's false hopes and hallow optimism of integration
and equality?
This study will show that for the 1980s, Black Americans'
future is not very oprimistic to say the least. It will show that
progress has been made overall for Black Americans, But for the
majority of Black who are unemployed, underemployed, functional
illiterates, and v/ho live in poor housing and neighborhoods
receiving punitive medical care, the 1980s will be a repeat, if
not worse, of the previous two decades, including the ones before.
Specifically, this study will address the economic gains of Black
Americans for the 1980s, Areas of concern will be; education,
housing, health, employment and occupation, and politics. These
areas were chosen because have a direct affect on the lives and
well being of Black Americans, Economically, Black Americans
have been and are hard pressed to balance these systems in their
day-to-day living.
DEFINITION OF CONCEPTS
1, Racism - a means of control used to selective ostracize a
group of people based on the color of their skin,
2, Discrimination - the bias treatment of an individual or
group due to membership of an ethnic minority.
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REVTEW OP THE LITERATURE
America was founded on the principle of the work ethic and
individualism or survival of the fittest. It sanctions material
gains and productivity, ”American society since its beginning has
been characterized in greater or lessor degree by such attitudes
as an orientation toward the present and future and not the past;
a predisposition to base thought and action on the facts of the
existing situation rather than upon inherited custom or abstract
doctrine; a deep confidence in the power of rational thought and
human action to solve personal and social problems; and a v/illing-
ness to compromise or accomodate competing group and individual
interests. By and large, American society has been optimistic,
pragmatic, rationalistic, open-minded, and cooperative. It has
tended to value conscientious v/ork, material well-being, technical
skill, individual flexibility, and social and geographical mobility
These values have contributed to American economic success and in
turn have strengthened by it,'*^ This is the basis of this free
democratic society, America does not realize or choose to ignore
the contradictions of its thoughts and actions toward some of its
citizens. The authors, Gerhard Colm and Theodore Geiger, further
stated that "...the rise in the productivity of American labor
is not merely the result of special historical and geographical
circimistances affecting the workers' heterogeneity and mobility.
It also depends upon his physical stamina of the labor force, the
education and training of the workers, and upon workers' attitude
tov;ard work, leisure, and innovation,"^ These statements on
paper appear to represent all American people, ffowever, in
reviewing Black Americans past and present, evidence points to
their exclusion rather than inclusion in America's productivity
and work force. Today millions of Black Americans are forced out
of America's labor market due to lack of technical skills and train
ing, lack of adequate education, and largely due to racism and
discrimination.
An economy is a system that concists of component parts,
people and organizations, which interact with each other. "There¬
fore an economy depends not only on its natural resources, pop-
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ulation and labor force, legal institutions, and capital and
knowledge passed on from generation to generation, but also, and
perhaps foremost, on the work habits of people, on their desire
for accomplishments, their eagerness to innovate, and their will¬
ingness to take risks. The model of the American economy is that
of the capitalist market economy that changes in prices anf v/ages,
profit expectations, and threat of failure function as signals for
cons^Imers and producers."'^ Competition and self-reliance are also
ingredients of the American capitalist economy.
In sum, America is a capitalist economy based on competition
in prices and wages of producers and consumers. It values pro¬
ductivity, material well-being, conscientious workers, and tech¬
nical skills. Black Americans value the American economy because
it is the only one they know. They have the will and desire to
accomplish, they want material gains, they are capable of learning
technical skills and becoming conscientious workers. In their bid
to compete in the American capitalist economy obstacles of racism
and discrimination v/ere intentionally placed in their paths,
John Z. DeLorean, in looking at the -problem of Black Americans in
the Amierican economic system stated: "Where the Negro is concerned:
The 'natural*' order of the economy leaves him always at the bottom;
There is little prospect of a just reward for initiative; His in¬
ability to get ahead is chiefly the fault of discrimination; and
Hardship is not his teacher but his permanent let,”5
It is no accident that Black Americans have been mislead in
terms of economic com.petitiveness. There ane generations of
Black Americans v/ho have only had menial employment or no employ¬
ment, Black Americans v/ant to be self-reliant, the right to help
themselves, and the right to control their ovm destines. In this
free and democratic society these are the values Americans believe
in. Black Americans have never been allowed or given the opportunity
to do for themselves.
There are 22 million Black Americans in the United States;
their income is hald the national average, their ^memployment
triple the national average,^ The majority of Black Ajnericans
live in ghettoes and slums. There are generations of Black Americans
who have never held a job, who have received public assistance as
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their only njeens of income.
In a society that values work, productivity, and competition,
why is a significant number of a race of people not working,
being productive, or competing? For a country that prides itself
of its "superiority” and technological advances is it so backwards
and ignorant that it cannot (or vd.ll not) conceive of Black people
as human beings with inherebt rights and values? The v/riter
does not take a simple positive or negative stand on these questions
The answers lie in the miseducation of white America, V.hite
Americans are miseducated concerning their Black coTxnterparts;
miseducated on human values; miseducated on human rights and
privileges; and miseducated in its history. A look in the history
books written on America point out how Europeans conquered and
"civilized" Africa, Deliberately omitted is that Africa had its
own system and means of taking care of its people. America was
founded on fraud and deception. Its method was to take whatever
necessary to build its nation, '-^'his is how America has become a
viable influence in the world economic market.
In his book, The Economics of Black Community Development,
Prank G, Davis, reflecting on the content of black power stated:
"The ideology of free-enterprise under conditions of industrial
concentration and rapid technological change tend to gloss over
the economic difficulties of black people who are oppressed as a
group. This is so because the focus of attention is always on the
individual and his individual initiative. Under these circvimstances
one is always pointing to individual Negroes who have made it, as
if to say, if Ralph Bunche can, so can others. This is, of course,
a fallacy of composition. Even more, it creates the illusion of
progress for Negroes."'^ This speaks to the very essence of how
white Americans view Black Americans. They believe that Blacks live
in ghettoes because they want to, that Blacks are \memployed be
cause they don't want to work, that Blacks don't achieve and pro¬
duce because they don't have the initiative. In other words,
white Americans blajne Black Americans for their predicament. They
fail to see or plain ignore the fact that the American capitalist
economy has built-in mechanisms which force Black Americans
to their present economic state, Davis concludes that "Uhile
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social scientist recognize that a serious income gap exist between
white and black Americans, there is a general tendency to apply
personalistic blame to the Negro for the fatherless family, to the
high rate of school dropouts, or to the lack of education. The
outstanding exception to this tendency is found in the Kerner
Report, which points to white racism as the blame,The Black
ghetto community does not have a viable economy thus forcing Blacks
to seek employment outside their community. This adds to the al¬
ready well-sustained affluent white community resources and de¬
creases capital in the Black community.
In reviewing the literature of American education, historically,
and presently, the purpose of the public or "common" schools was
to teach everyone the skills of reading, writing, and arithmetic.
These skills were the basic tools for intelligent citizenship
upon v/hich self government depended,^ There was opposition to
free public education for all Americans, Since the "Negro" was
not considered an American, education did not apply to him per se.
The schools established for Blacks, crude as they were,
provided Black children with teachers who taught the three R's.
With the tiniversal acceptance of free public schools, a means of
financially supporting them (property tax, state and federal
government contributions), and compulsory attendance laws, education
was free and open to all Americans; Black and white, rich and poor.
Blacks and whites and rich and poor were not receiving the
same quality of education. Those who could afford to pay taxes
opposed their tax dollars paying for the education of those v/ho
could not pay taxes. This argument wtill has weight in present
expenditure toward education. School in urban areas receive
less tax dollars for public school finances because the bulk of the
residents are on fixed incomes, receive public assistance and
have no means of contributing tov/ard the amount of money used
for urban public schools.
Another problem of public schools is the issue of integration
or rather desegration. Integration and desegration of public
schools meant that Blacks could go to formerly all white schools
(which were better equipped and'facilitated), but not that white
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children should attend all Black public schools. The federal,
state, and local governments believed this goal was accomplished
v/hen statistics reported a significant number of Blacks attending
all white schools. They were not concerned with how many v/hites
were attending all Black schools, "The Office of Education
estimated, for the 1965-66 school year, after a hurried survey,
that 7.5 percent of Negro students in the South were in integrated
schools,This applied to elementary and high schools.
In the area of higher education problems abound here to for
Black Americans, Black students graduating from high school want¬
ing to attend college face different kinks of problems. The major
one bieng financial. Today college and universities have sub¬
stantial aid programs, ranging from scholarships, loans, student
employment, to grants-in-aid. Even with financial assistauce
Black students cannot attend the college of their choice due to
the college admission procedures. In most colleges and imiversities
this process is quite selective. Racism and discrimination are
the underlying factors for Black students* acceptance or rejection,
Thomas Sowell, an educator who has a background of teaching in
black and v^hite college alike, sees a different kind of Black
student attending white colleges, selected by different kinds of
criteria, and (is) expected to play different kinds of roles on
campus and later on in society,He contends that white colleges
and -universities admission boards are deliberately rejecting those
Black students who are academically prepared for those Black
students who are below average standing. They prefer those
students who are from the ghetto and v/hose educational background
is deficient. This is because "many of their recruiters see their
jobs as simply maximizing the black 'body count' with little re-
gard for academic qualitications,
V/hite educational institutional have formed a misconception
of the "middle class" Black. Sowel writes, "V/hen Cornell (University)
denied admission.to a black girl with College Board scores in the
top 1 percent, the , justification was:
'...her cultural and educational background does not
indicate deprivation to the extent necessary for quali¬
fication as a disadvantaged...student, In spite of the
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fact that both her parents are laundry workers, she
has been adequately motivated by them to a point v/here
she has achieved academic success and some degree of
cultural sophistication,"13
To justify the "middle class" Black, Sowell adds that virtually
every Black person in the United States is a decendent of slaves.
This includes the Black professional as well as the factory worker
and the domestic. All Blacks who are viev/ed as having some degree
of success does not mean that he or she is any better because of
this but that he and she emphasize that their lives represent a
wealth of experience about human development and social change,14
Black Americans today still strive to get the best and as
much education possible. They are still blocked by racism end
discrimination in meeting this goal. The Supreme Court ruling
in favor of Allan Bakke on "reverse discrimination" charges places
a precedence on the uphill struggle for Black Americans in ob¬
taining quality education. Add to this the courts demanding that
Black state colleges integrate, the future of Blacks in terms of
educational attainment is tedious. Black Americans' progress takes
a big step backwards.
Black Americans attending mostly all Black schools is closely
related to residential location. Since a majority of Black Americans
live in urban areas, particularly in inner city neighborhoods,
they make up the majority of the schools student body. Housing in
urban areas where Black Americans live is usually not of good
quality. Blacks migrating from the South to the North after slavery,
usually, because of limited finances, sought out the cheapest
living quarters they could find. These were mostly the sl\im
areas of the cities. "The sliuii expanded as Negro-only areas,
because of another mass movement: v/hite workers to the suburbs.
They were moving just as fast as they could raise the first pay¬
ment on a house. In New York City, between 1950 and I960,
900,000 whites moved out, and 800,000 Negroes and Puerto Ricans
moved in. To a lesser extent, this is the pattern in every large
city in the United States,
Blacks migrating to New Haven, Boston, Cincinnati, Philadelphia,
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New York, and Chicago reflect that "the ghetto of American
cities is primarily a twentieth century phenomenon, stemming from
the massive Negro migration to the cities that began with the
^^irst World War, These ghettoes are, for the most part, congested
and deteriorated neighborhoods. The factors accounting for the
rise and perpetuation of the ghetto can be placed into two broad
categories; the racist white Americans on the one hand, and the
thrust toward a separate group life among blacks on the other.
These two elements are not unrelated: in fact an important cause
of group cohesion among Afro-Americans (v^fhat today is called
"black consciousness”) has been white prejudice an.d discrimination."
Segregated housing is perpetually activated by white home owners
and real estate agents, V^liite home owners in all white neighbot-
hoods refuse to sell to Blacks. This is reinforced by real estate
agents who have a "Negro housing market" aside from open housing
market. Whenever approached by potential Black homeowners they,
more often than not, steer them into areas where the population is
predominantly Black, Although residential segregation is
unconstitutional according to the Fourteenth Amendment of the
Constitution, white homeowners, real estate agents and the federal
government (in a broader sense) find ways and means to get aro^und
the Constitutional laws.
Today large metropolitan cities have witness white flight
v/hen Blacks move in the neighborhoods. Coupled with white flight
is business flight, leaving the central city with a majority of
Black and low-income groups who have little opportunity for
finding gainful employment.
Blacks congested in ghetto neighborhoods with deteriorated
housing bring about, even in the grandest attempts to keep the
neighborhoods clean and sanitary, rats and other rodents from
the large accumulation of trash, which brings about illness,
Belapitated houses with inadequate plumbing facilities, drafts from
inadequate construction, and improper heating from poor ventilation
is bound to affect the health of the dwellers. Adequate health
care is still a major problem for many Americans, especially Black
Americans, Many v/hite Ajnericans regard medical care for Blacks who
are poor as charity and not as a right. Poor Blacks are blamed
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"becauae they are not able to pay for this right as most affluent
Americans.can. In general, the cost of good medical care is ex¬
pensive to most Americans, It becomes a crisis for those Americans
who have the need (and the right) but who cannot afford to pay
for this service which affects their very existence. Most Black
Americans v/ho are poor receive medical assistance through public
facilities: clinics, hospitals, community health centers. Here,
as in the other systems in this country, racism and discrimination
are the cause of inadequate health care of Black Americans,
Max Seham, a medical doctor who has had first hand experience
in doctoring Blacks who are poor, reports some of his findings in
treating this segment of the population. He writes: "Blacks in
our country do no live as long as whites; black mothers die in
childbirth more often than whites and their babies are more likely
to be premature, stillborn, or dead in their first year of life.
Blacks visit doctors less frequently than v/hites and when they go
to the hospital they are more likely to need a longer stay, which
reflects the fact that they have been medically neglected. In
almost every major category of illness, the mobidity and death
rates among blacks are higher than among whites. Blacks suffer
proportionately more acute and chronic illnesses, Seham award
these factors and conditions to "the practice of racial discrimina¬
tion, In terms of the kind of location and treatment of medical
care for Blacks v/ho are poor, Seham offered the following explana¬
tions on their view of assistance: "care is (1) depersonalized
and lacking in continuity, (2) devoid of a health-professional
v/ith whom the family can build atrusted relationship, (3) frag¬
mented, both v/ith reference to the specific care to be received
and the member of the family to receive the care, (4) often in¬
accessible, and (5) extremely slow in being administered. This
points to the fact that to be poor, sick and Black in this
country results in an unpardonable crime. For Black children
growing up in crumbling tenements with inadequate sanitary faci¬
lities and not receiving good medical care, theirs v/ill be a long
(or short) life of deprivation and severe social pathology.
Because these Americans axe mostly illiterate, living in
ghettoes, end receiving limited and punitive health care stems
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from an'overall problem of unemployment and underemployment.
They have not the technicpil skills and the finances to better their
living conditions.
Although America has experienced periods of economic growth
and expansion with unemployment decreasing for most Americans,
Black Americans and particularly Black youth have been excluded
to a substantial degree from this growth. Black unemployment
rates have always been higher (2 to 3 times higher) than v/hites
even in periods of overall economic prosperity. They are over¬
represented in the low-skilled and menial jobs and under represented
in professional and other white-collar occupations.Killings-
worth, attacking the problem of Black unem.ployment stated in 1968
that "if present trends continue unchanged to 1975, according to
an estimate of the Automation Commission in 1966, the Negro
unemployment rate will rise to about two and one-half times the
rate for the labor force as a whole (in other words, about three
times the white rate)," The year 1975 has come and gone with
the country in a new decade and trends are still unchanged. The
writer predicts these trends will continue through this decade,
Killlngsworth also points out that "Kegeo unemployment is the
result of racial discrimination of the whites and the low
educational attainment of the Negro. The writer's view is that
the latter part of his statem.ent is due mainly to racial
discrimination also.
Thomas Kahn supports this statement of Black unemployment in
a more characteristic manner; "The majority of Negroes are con¬
centrated in low-skilled, low paid jobs and are often the last
hired and the first fired as technological changes eliminate jobs
for poor whites as well as for non-whites. They ten to be out
of work for longer periods of time than v/hites, suffer from
underemployment and part-time jobs, and are employed in dispro¬
portionate numbers in jobs with substandards pay. Unemployment
rates for non-whites are more than double the average for whites.
There is evidence that even these high rates have underestimated
the real unemplo3anent among Negroes,
"Throughout the country Negroes have made less progress in
gaining entrance to skilled manual work, white collar work, and
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jobs of professional status. Even within the professional-
technical category, Negroes have been concentrated in lower-
paying occupations such as clergymen, teachers, and nurses, and
until recently, have been dramatically underrepresented in pro¬
fessions such as medicine, accounting, and engineering,"^^
Kahn lists five components that emerge from the statistics
on jobs end income of Blacks:
"1, There is a widening dollar gap between Negroes and
whites,
2, The relative income gap between Negroes end whites
has remained virtuallt constant over the past decade,
3, The unemployment gap between Negroes and whites has been
widening,
4, The industries and occupations where the Negro made
his greatest gains have either declined or shoTA-n
relatively little growth over the past decade,
5, Negroes constitute a growing percentage of all
workers in most of the declining job categories,"24
Black Americans are still at the bottom rung of the economic
ladder in America, They still have to run fast just to keep still.
This brings the study to the concern where every 'voice has
influence' - politics. The particular concern here is how
politics affect the lives and well-being of every Black American
in this country. Politics for Black Americans is very similar to
politics for white Americans: to use the ballot or vote to bring
about change. The 1964 Bill of Rights and the Voting Rights Act
of 1965 were the first steps in producing social and political change
for Black Americans,
During the Blavk Reconstruction Period (1867-1877), Blacks were
very active in politics. Although only freed men could vote, they
exerted considerable power with their ballots. Blacks were elected
to offices where they had influence in government. Today Black
elected official have influence and an active voice in local,
state, and federal government. Presertly, there is much concern
and activity in getting eligible Black Americans to become regis¬
tered voters. Hanes Y'alton, Jr. maintains that "the m-ajor internal
inhibitors (of Blacks registering and voting) are fear and apathy."25
These factors are beginning to show signs of decreasing in the
Black community, "In fact, the increased number of Black public
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off icials has put an end to the idea that nothing can be achieved
through politics,Still the fact remains that Black Americans
do not have any real power in politics. However, their vote does
influence the enactment of policies and laws that effect them,
"In July, 1977, there were 4,311 black elected officials in
the United States, Most of these officials (1,560) were members
of minicipal governing bodies, and there were 994 members of
local school boards, 334 members of county governing boards, and
162 mayors,
The National Urban League has put together scholarly papers
written by eminent Black Americans covering each of the areas
addressed in this study. In each issue of its State of the Black
Economy it has proposed recommendations to decrease and allieviate
the oppressed economic conditions of Black Americans, The following
are some of its recommendations for the 1978 and 1979 reports.
The National Urban League’s State of the Black Economy 1978
Recommendations;
The Economy and Employment
1. Any tax cut should be limited to the replacement of
proposed social security tax Increases and to tax be¬
nefits to industry for job training, job nlaceraent, and
investments in high unemplojnnent areas and in the cities.
A broader tax cut would result in an even larger deficit
in the federal budget and this, in all probability,
would be used as a rationale for cutting back on vitally
need urban and social welfare programs,
2. The compromised Humphrey-Hav/kins Bill as accepted by
the President should be passed by Congress this year.
Although the bill does not immediately create new jobs,
it does set as full employment policy as a national
policy,
3. Public service employment should be vastly expanded
in 1978 v/ith special targeting to the disadvantaged
unemployed. The jobs should be at prevailing wages and
in activities that improve the physical and social
environment. Priority should be given to creating new
public service jobs rather than using these jobs to
substitute for normal municipal service staffing.
Urban Policy and Housing
1, A national urban policy should go beyond the simple
physical rehabilitation of the cities and include
measures that would materially improve the lives of
urban residents. Such a nolicy should encompass such
vital needs as better housing, improved education,
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decent jobs at decent v/nges, minim-om living standards
to renlace the welfare system, health core, physical
safety and adequate public transaortation.
The policy should also include at a minimum, an urban
development bank to stimulate private investment in the
inner-city; a mechanism insuring significant minority
participation in economic and business development
programs, and requirements for the targeting of federal
funds to areas where the need is greatest, as opposed
to the present program of revenue sharing.2,The President should issue a firm commitment to
providing for the nation's housing needs as part
of any urban policy statement and the Administration
should seek appropriations for 600,000 units of
federally assisted housing.
Education
1. Full funding of Title I of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act is long overdue and should
be provided immediately. Formulas should count all
AFDC children for full entitlement rather than the
2/3 provision in the current formula. Targeting of
additional funds for districts v/ith large concentration
of Title I eligible children should be included.
Economic deprivation should remain the sole basis
for entitlement.
2. At the college level, student aid programs should be
revised so that more funds are made available as grants,
scholarships, feilov/ships and work-study opportunities,
rather than as loans. The increase in such funds v/ould
greatly benefits poor students and would widen their
choices of colleges and universities.
3. The federal government should continue and expand its
efforts to create Minority Centers for Graduate Education,
not only in sciences and engineering, but in other
critical fields where minorities are underrepresented.
4. A long-term and consistent program of federal support
for historically black colleges should be developed
which takes into account the nature of the econbmically
depressed student body v/hich attends such schools.
5. Regardless of the outcome of the Bakke case, the federal
government should not relent in its insistence that
institutions of higher learning receiving federal monies,
adopt and implement effective affitmative action plans
for both faculty and students. In the absence of such
plans, federal funds should be withdrawn from the in¬
stitution.
6. The federal government should provide funding for the
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development of stratef^ies for refroivinf: the failure of
the nation's schools to teoch bleck rnd other non-
mainstream students the necessary language skills for
survival in the United States,
Health and the Family
1, A national comprehensive, consumer-oriented, federally
supnorted health security system that v/ould assure
quality and accessible health care to all Americano
regardless of race, economic condition or place of
residence should be established in 1978,
2, Increased federal support should be directed to special
initiatives, community education and outreach, black
medical schools, minority student, inner-city hospitals,
community health and mental health programs, all of
which seek to close the gap betv/een the health status
of whites and non-whites,
3, Federal assistance to day care centers should be
expanded and uniform standards should be developed,^8
The National Urban League's State of the Black Economy 1979
Recommendations t
The Economy and Employment
1, Federal job training and job creation programs that would
increase earnings, productivity, and tax revenues should
be expanded and not reduced. The goal of reducing the
federal deficit cannot be met if higher unemployment adds
billions in lost tax revenue and in mandated insurance
expenditures,
2, The Administration's efforts to curb escalating costs
should be concentrated on those items — such as food,
energy, health and housing costs — that are staples
of lov/-and-moderate income family budgets. The im¬
position of selective price ceilings would lower the
inflation rate while providing aid to inflation's
prime victims,
3, The Administration should implement the employment section
of the Humphrey-Hawkins Act and Congress should authorize
and appropriate the monies necessary to reduce joblessness.
Education
1, A moratorium should be placed on all testing programs
which do not eouirably delienate and evaluate the roles,
responsibilities and the performances of administrators
and teachers as well as students,
2, The President should appoint a blue ribbon panel to
assess and make public^ the aggregate effect of state
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minimum competency testing programs specifically as
such tests impacts black students. This panel should
also be empowered to determine a more equitable and
effective approach to strengthening instruction in
our public school systems,
3. The federal governmant should develop an Innovative
approach through the Office of Education's Urban
High School Task Force to focus attention on
developing a definition of a measurement for
'Employability Skills' which are transferable in the
marketplace in terms of both in-school preparation and
on-the-job-training programs.
Health and Social V/elfare
1, The President should acknowledge his responsibility
to the poor by asserting strong leadership in their
behalf for a welfare reform program which will guarantee
a decent standard of living to every individual and
family through a combination of real job opportunities
and adequate health and welfare benefits. Any bill
found acceptable to the Administration should center
on expanded job opportunities and liberalized cash
benefits package for individuals and families,
2, HEW should take special steps to insure that all victims
of the current economic slump are informed about and
receive assistance in obtaining the financial, health,
education and employment benefits to which they are
entitled,
3, The Congress should enact into law a National Health
Insurance Plan which has universal and mandatory coverage,
comprehensive benefits and assures equal access to
quality health care to all Americans, regardless of
race, economic condition or place of residence.
Political Participation
1, A system of universal registration for Presidential
and Congressional elections that would enable a
citizen to vote on Election Day by appearing at the
polls with proper identification, should be adopted.
The system would bring into the electoral process
many individuals now excluded because of cumbersome
registration procedures,
2. States should be encouraged to use Election Day
registrations for state and local elections as well,"^
Some of the recommendations made by the National Urban League
have become a reality with many of them seemingly not receiving
the attention and consideration they deserve. This is especially
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evident in the 0ref?s of employment and health care.
STy^TEIffiKT OF THEORY
From the review of the literature, it is readily apparent
that dysfuntioning in one system effects the functioning in the
other systems. Education, health, employment, housing and
politics cannot he viewed and treated as entities in themselves.
Inadequate education - the basic skills of reading and v.o'iting
along with arithmetic computation - has a direct relationship on
the kind of employment one will he able to obtain. The kind of
employmient one obtains reflects his earnings v/hich will be the
means of securing decent housing and good medical care. Over
and above these systems is politics and laws concerning each of
the previous areas stated, Y/hether one is active politically to
help bring about the needed changes to improve his living con¬
ditions will determine how he will live.
The systems model or approach is the underlying theory in
this research effort, "The general systems approach seems to apply
to all phenomena, from sub-atomic particles to the entire universe,
...(S)ocial systems...comprises knowledge about persons, groups of
persons, and human and non human environs that influence social
behavior and are Influenced by persons, A social system is a
special order of system. It is distinct from atomic, molecular,
or galactic systems in that it is composed of persons or groups
of persons v/ho interact and influence each other's behavior,
V/ithin this order can be included families, organizations, commimi-
ties, societies, and cultures. The social systems model must be
validly applicable to all forms of hiunan associations. "30
Social v/orkers in planning, intervention, and treatment must
look not only at the individual client, but at the factors, internal
and external, v/hich maybe impinging on the client's total function¬
ing, This must be done to assure accurate diagnosis and treatment.
Consequently, if the social v/orker just see the client as the
cause of his problem(s), adequate assistance will be pending with
the client not receiving the help he needs to bring about a
level of optimum equilibrium in his living situation.
This framework can be aprlied to Black Americans in this
country. If white America blame Black Americans for their economic
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deprivation, Black Americans are the victims and the cause.
The use of the social systems approach or framework is most
applicable to this study. It is very similar to the eclectic
approach in social work treatment which includes the positive
aspects of other theories in the problem-solving process. In
this manner, all systems are observed to see which one(s) is most
dysfunctional and to what degree it is dysfunctional in the
client's life. Prom the review of the literature it is observed
that housing, education, employment, health, and politics,
to a significant degree and for the m.ajority of Black Americans,
are dysfunctional.
METHODOLOGY
A questionnaire will be the primary measuring instrument for
this study. It will have an essay-type format which will require
written responses from the participants selected. The content of
the questions will be of a futruristic nature relating to the
specific concerns addressed previously.
The participants for the study will consist of some of those
Black Americans which Ebony magazine (an influential Black
publication) has characterized as "The 100 Most Influential Black
Americans," Ebony introduced this article in its' publication
in 1971 an has continued it as an annual feature of the magazine.
The participants selected from this prominent group of individuals
will be those Black Americans cited consistently from 1971
through 1979. In sum, these participants will individually give
his/her opinions and predictions on issues in education,
employment/occupation, housing, health, and politics relevant to
the economic status of Black Americans for the 1980s,
A list of sixty-five persons were selected from Ebony
magazine's "The 100 Most Influential Black Americans" who were
cited consistently from 1971 through 1979. The positions of these
Black Americans cover a wide range of professions and occupations,
including; congressmen, congresswomen, judges, attorneys,
journalists, editors, state representatives, businessmen, and
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presidents of fraternal and religious organizations. It is
necessary to note Ebony* s selection criteria for "The 100 Most
Influential Black Americans":
"The individual affects, in a decisive way, the lives
thinking, and actions of large segments of the nation's
Black population. The individual commands widespread
Influence among Blacks, and/or is unusually influential
v/ith those V/hites v/hose policies and practices
significantly affect a large number of Blacks, ... the
individuals' effectiveness, not their mere popularity
was the key factor in the selection,"
There were a total of twenty-five questions asked; five
questions for each of the subject areas reviewed. Space was
provided after each question for the participants to elaborate
their responses. The questionnaire, a cover letter, and a self-
addressed stamped envelope were mailed to each of the sixty-five
participants on March 20, 1980.
References used in obtaining the addresses of the participants
were:
1. Who's V/ho Among Black Americans
2. V/ho's In America
3. Biographical Birectory of Negro Ministers
4. Negro Ministers
5. Encyclopedia of Associations
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PII'DIKrTS AFD /'AALYSIS
Of the sixty-five questionnaires mailed, five were completed
and returned, A categorical breakdown of responses for each of the
subject areas is as follows:
Education
Ctiestion i. Do you feel "reverse discrimination" will become a
pattern in the area of hegher education as a result ot the courts
ruling in favour of Allen Bakke?
Three of the participants answered "Ko" without elaborating
their resnonses. The other two resnonded in the following
manner:
"The Bakke decision has already slowed affirmative action
in some quarters. 'Reverse discrimination' is a misnomer.
Improved education for Blacks is no threat to whites".
The Bakke precedent, courled with other traditional barriers
to increased minority narticipation, w/ill add to a slov/ing
down trend. Hov/ever, many institution have firm commitments
to ethnic diversity in higher education,though standards
of entry end ability to pay v/ill be stricter criteria.
Cuestion 2, Predominately Black colleges and universities have
produced the majority of Black -professional (doctors, lawyers,
educators, politicians, clergy, etc.). In your opinion, do you
feel this is a tradition that will continue in the eighties?
Three participants answered in the affirmative, adding
"with a decline in rrofessional and graduate school"
"the (B)lack college offer a unique and necessary service
to (B)lack youth - especially those from disadvantaged back¬
ground" and "the responsibility of producing greater niunber
of highly educated Black professionals v/ill always remain
the purpose of Black colleges and universities." Two parti¬
cipants responded negatively to this question.
Question 3. V/ould you predict the enrollment in predominately
Black colleges and universities to increase or decrease in the
198GS?
Two participants predicted "no appreciable change" and "will
remain relatively stable or (E)lack colleges fight for sur¬
vival ." Two predicted earollment in Black colleges and
universities to increase "provided students can obtain the
aid they need." One p'. rticipant predicted a "decrease in
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association with the increased tuition and associated cost¬
housing, travel, books, etc.-ard the ability of the Hack
family to ray." This rarticipsnt also predicted a decrease
among all grours.
Question 4. School desegregation is still ar issue that is rece¬
iving attention from the federal, state, and local levels as well
as from the general rublic. Do you foresee this issue being re¬
solved during this decade? Eased on your answere what implication
will this have on Black youth?
Responses to this cuestion were "no, more busing of (E)leck
students v/ithout improving quality of education"; "no, issue
will plague us through next century"; "doubtful"; "Rot fully.
Black youth will continue to face barriers and receive less
than equal educational opportunities." "Ro. More of the
same: second rate education for minorities, continued hif-h
drop-out rates, diversion of attention - nd resources ov/ay
from the programs and areas that could bust meet the
educational needs of the total society,"
Cuestion 5. V/hat extent will cutbacks in federal funds - Basic
Educational Opportunity Grants and other federal educational
funds - have on Black youth in furthering their education‘s
One participant answ'ered "ver'"’ little, ^lince only a very
small proportion of Black youth actually take advantage of
this opportunity." Three responded that cutbacks will
"critically affect", "retard", and "restrict" educational
opportunities,, respectively. One participant's response to
this question was more detailed, stating: "It can be demon¬
strated that Black enrollment in American higher education
in the 1970s peaked in 1973-74 and then declined rapidly
to the extent that enrollment in 1979-80 was lower than in
1969-70. These trends are directly associated v/ith the
increase, then subseauent cutback of federal funging for
higher education, through that is not the only reason for
this trend. At the present rate of inflation,- the cost of
higher education could Quadruple in ten years. If this
occurs, then college will become an elite activity. In
such a setting. Blacks will be relegated to an even lower
percentage of the colle.-e population than they represent
today."
Employment/Occupation
Question 1. The unemployment rate for Black Americans is almost
3 to 1 in comparison to White unemployment. Do you predict Black
unemployment v/ill increase, decrease, or remain the same for the
1960s?
It w'^es the concensus of the participants that Black unem¬
ployment for the 196Cs will remain the same.
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Question 2, The highest unemployment rate for Black Americans
is among Black youth and Black males. What effects will this have
on the Black population as this decade progresses?
The responses varied in answer to this question with some
similarities. Responses were;
"The same harmful effect it has now"; "We will continue to
have matrparch rum families and eunuch type males"; "Increased
crime"; "Increased frustration, continued high crime rates.
Possible civil disorder like those of the 1960s"; and "Greater
dissatisfaction, perpetuation of low-income status, increased
lawlessness, repercussions on family stability — in short,
a continuing widening of the ominous gap between rich and poor
in the critical, tension-filled '80s,"
Question 3, In this decade, do you feel Black Americans will
choose careers geared toward technology or the professions?
Two participants felt Black Americans will choose the
professions. One stated technology with the remaining two
participants resnonding that this will "depend on employment
opportuinities" and "some will (andj some won't."
Question 4. What kind of future do you foresee for the Black
Americans who are unskilled and uneducated?
Rone of the responses to this question were favorable,
"Chronic unemployment as unskilled jobs become more automated";
"It will be as dismal as it has always been"; "Very dark
future"; "Bleak and dismal"; and "Out of step with the future
and the present. Victims of other distant persons* discussions.
A drag on social progress, A crime on the individual,"
Question 5. Bo you feel jobs will be a priority for Black
during the latter part of this decade?
All of the participants responded "Yes" to this question.
Bousing
Question 1, Would you predict the population of inner city neighbor¬
hoods changing as a result of urban home revitalization programs?
The participants were unanimous in stating "Yes" some degree
of change will occur.
Question 2, Bo you feel housing rehabilitation programs will
continue to exist? Based on your answer, what impact will this
have on Black homeowners?
All responses were "Yes" to the first part of this question
with varying explanations for the second part. These were;
"Many (B)la.ck homeowners will find homes in the suburbs
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vacated by whites returning to central city"; "At the current
prices of homes few people, (B)lack or v/hite, will ovm homes.
More renting nnd more ghettoes"; "Black homeowners will be
better housed"; "Black homeowners may well benefit. Renters
may well suffer"; "Leading to oprortunities to improve the
quality of their lives and the value of their homes within
the range of their possibilities, v/hile increasing the quality
of life of their communities as a whole."
Question 3. Do you predict stricter systematic enforcement of
present laws ans policies against discrimination in housing to be
implemented during the eighties?
Four participants responded to this Question. Two ansv/ered
"Yes"; one answered "No"; while another stated "depends on
political decisions being made in election campaigns."
Question 4. Do you foresee the housing market more open to Black
Americans?
The responses were; "Yes, as capacity to purchase increase";
"Yes, to those who can afford the over $100,000 homes. No, to
those who can't"; "Not at the present rates of inflation."
Two participants responded "Yes" with no further explanation.
Question 5. Will Black Americans be financially able to afford
decent housing in the eighties?
One participant did! not comment on this question. The others
stated; "Some will, dependent on economic health of home
construction and the general state of the economy including
mortage money"; "The vast majority will not"; "No, at the rate
inflation is increasing"; and "Some will, most won't."
Health
Four participants responded to questions asked in this area.
Question 1, A disproportionate number of Black Americans are least
able to afford medical care but need it most. Do you feel a
comprehensive medical program will become a reality in the eighties?
Two felt a comprehensive medical program will become a
reality in the 1980s with one stating this will be a "gradual
process." One participant responded "No" adding that "the
country can't afford it," The last response was "only if the
right kind of political decisions are made."
Question 2. Suicide and cancer are two death causing factors that
is on the upswing among Black Americans, Do you feel these will
increase?
The responses were; "Progress will be made in controlling
certain types of cancer in the 1980s"; "Yes, as Blacks approach
national 'norms' generally"; and "I am looking for cancer
relief,"
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Question 3, What do you predict will be a major health problem
for Black Americans in the eighties?
The primary response was hypertension. Secondary concerns
were heart ailments, strokes, suicide, and personality
disorders.
Question 4» Do you feel Black 7\meriC8ns in mental health institutions
will receive the care needed to mainstream them back into their
communities?
The responses indicated this will not happen and further it
"depends upon the quality of mental therapy available" and
"only if administration is Improved and more resources
become available."
Question 5, Do you feel the overall health of Black Americans
will improve in the eighties?
Two participants felt the overall health of Black Americans
will improve in the eighties. One response was "No" while
said, "Health is a direct function of economics. If economic
conditions improve, then yes,"
Politics
Question 1, Do you feel Black Americans will become more politically
active during this decade?
The participants felt Black Americans will become more
politically active in the eighties commenting that "its
essential to survival", "if they are to make progress",
and "as a tradition of participation develops, more and more
Blacks v/ill actively participate in all areas of American
political life,"
Question 2, What issues do you feel will be of political
importance to Black Americans for the eighties?
The responses were: "Economic prosperity, eradication of
racial segregation, the improvement of quality education and
peace"? "Housing (and) inflation"; "Inflation, crime, higher
education"; "Full employment, job training, CETA, Job Corps,
etc,, comnrehensive health care, low and middle range housing
programs"; and "Quality educational, international identity
and relationships, employment and skills development, full
citizenship, full economic participation, and the de-mystifi¬
cation of ethnicity and the elevation of common h-umanity. "
Question 3. Do you envision an increase in the number of Black
politicians and elected officials during the eighties?
Four participants answered "Yes" with one stating "No, I think
v/e've peaked out."
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Qiiestion 4. What do you think will happen with Block politicians
8-s a group concerning issues aid ideas of importance to Black
Americans?
The three responses to this nuestion were: "Hopefully they
will hecome increasingly Influential and responsive to the needs
of the Black masses and more skilled in coalition building";
"Black politicians are as sensitive to the needs of their
constituency as any other politicians. Therefore (Bjlack
group needs, issues "^nd ideas will take a back seat to
constituency needs"Continued diversity of opinion, emphasis
and activity,"
Question 5. Bo you feel the racial upheavals experienced during
the Civil Rights Movement of the sixties will be repeated during
the eighties?
The participants did not feel racial upheavals will occur
during the eighties adding the following comments:
"Those events were sparked by very uniaue conditions. But the
New York Blackouts demonstrated hov/ thin is the veneer of
civil obedience and the naked fury of the social and institutional
backlash. If Jimerica - and Americans - does nothing to close
the gaps between rich and poor or to remove the conditions
alienate the poor end minorities, then social upheavals of
the sort experienced in the 1960s could very well occur againl'f
"The movement of the sixties readicated legal barriers.
Similar action will not eliminate continuing nonlegal practices
of discrimination. These are more subtle and will require
different techniques to eliminate"; "Not unless the efforts
to achieve political and economic power fails completely and
conditions are completely intolerable. Riots (are) an
emotional, not a rational, response"; and "The fat cats won't
fight. The hungry are too weak. The concerned are too
tamed,"
The responses given reflect that all is not lost for Black
Americans. Some progress will be made by Black Americans in the
1980s, The participants supported the hypothesis of this study;
the future of Black is not very optimistic with relatively little
or no change for those Black Americans who must survive on the
handouts of the larger society. Quality education and economic
opportunities, via productive employment, will continue to be
top priorities for all Black Americans. These findings indicate
that new methods and strategies must be devised by Blacks for their
continued survival at every level in this society.
A special note is necessary to the response for question tv/o
under Employment/Occupation, A participant stated; "¥e will continue
to have Matriarch run families and eunuch type males." This
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statement is a myth about the Black family; it is an affront to
Black Americans; it is pathological; and it reflects the miscon¬
ceptions and ignorance which some Black Americans hold as truth
because they are not conscious of their history as a people in
this society, Robert B. Hill in his book, The Strengths of
Black Families, provides statistical data on Black family structure
and functioning alone: with distinctively strong characteristics
of the Black family,^^
RECOrnffiRDATIOKS
A few recommendations were given by the participants in this
study for the survival of Black Americans in this decade. Those
will not be repeated here. The following are the recommendations
of the researcher as pertinent to Black Americans and to this
study.
There is a need for all Black Americans, from those in high
level positions to those receiving public assistance, to identify
with each other historically and culturally from a Black perspective
Black Americans must push from every angle to gain entry and
maintain a significant presence in every system in American society.
There is a need for Black children to be taught the history of
Black people from a Black perspective by knowledgeable Black
instructors. This is not to be done at the exclusion of American
history, for to do so v/ould negate the Black experience in this
country. Black accomplishments, strengths, and positive characteris
tics must be written (by Blacks), publicized, and distributed to
the Black community and the larger society. Black Americans must
stop downgrading themselves and begin to acknowledge each other
with pride, dignity, and respect. For survival in the eighties.
Black Americans must learn, teach, and work, individually and
collectively as a people.
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CONCLUSIONS
For each step forward there is a big leap backwards. This
statement reflects the pattern of progress for Black Americans in
the United States. There have been some victories and some
defeats. The progress made by Black Americans in the 1980s
will result from a combination of factors: consistent and dili¬
gent political participation of Black Americans which will result
in more Black elected officials and the enforcement of present
laws (with new ones as conditions demand it) which will improve
the social climate for Americans - Black and white; the continued
efforts of political activists and "store front politicians" who
make the public aware of individual and group actions; and the
public push of the federal government to "stay on its' toes" to




INSTRUCTIONS: This questionnaire consists of five subject areas
questions per subject for a total of twenty-five
questions. The subjects are Education, Employiaent/Occupation,
Health/ and Politics. This is an essay-type questionnairewhich requires your written response for each question. Space is
provided after each question for your response. Please answer
each question in the space provided.
EDUCATION1.Do you feel "reverse discrimination" will become a pattern in
the area of higher education as a result of the courts ruling
in favor of Allan Bakke?2.Predominately Black colleges and universities have produced the
majority of Black professionals (doctors, lawyers, educators,
politicians, clergymen, etc.). In your opinion, do you feel
this is a tradition that will continue in the eighties?3.Would you predict the enrollment in predominately Black colleges
and universities to increase or decrease in the 1980s?4.School desegregation is still an issue that is receiving attention
from the federal, state, and local levels as well as from the
general public. Do you foresee this issue being resolved during
this decade? Based on your answer v^hat implications will this
have on Black youth?
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5. What extent will cutbacks in federal funds Basic Educational
Opportunity Grants and other federal educational funds have
on Black youth in furthering their education?
EMPLOYMENT/OCCUPATION1.The unemployment rate for Black Americans is almost 3 to 1 in
comparison to White unemployment. Do you predict Black
unemployment will increase, decrease, or remain the same for
the 1980s?2.The highest unemployraent rate for Black Aiaericans is among
Black youth and Black males. What effects v/ill this have on
the Black population as this decade progresses?3.In this decade do you feel Black Americans v/ill choose careers
geared toward technology or the professions?
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What kind of future do you foresee for the Black Americans who
are unskilled and uneducated?
5. Do you feel jobs will be a priority for Black Americans durii^g
the latter part of this decade?
HOUSING1.Would you predict the population of inner city neighborhoods
changing as a result of urban home revitalization programs?2.Do you feel housing rehabilitation programs will continue to
exist? Based on your answer, what impact will this have on
Black homeowners?3,Do you predict stricter systematic enforcement of present laws
and policies against discrimination in housing to be implemented
during the eighties?
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4. Do you foresee the housing market more open to Black Americans?
5. Will Black Americans be financially able to afford decent
housing in the eighties?
HEALTH1.A disproportionate number of Black Americans are least able to
afford medical care but need it most. Do you feel a compre¬
hensive medical program v/ill become a reality in the eighties?2.Suicide and cancer are tv/o death causing factors that is on the
upswing among Black Americans. Do you feel these will Increase?3.What do you predict would be a major health problem for Black
Americans in the eighties?
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4. Do you feel Black Americans in mental health institutions will
receive the care needed to mainstream them back into their
communities?
5. Do you feel the overall health of Black Americans will
improve in the eighties?
POLITICS1.Do you feel Black Americans will become more politically
active during this decade?2.What issues do you feel will be of political importance to
Black Americans for the eighties?3,Do you envision an increase in the number of Black politicians
and elected officials during the eighties?
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4. What do you think will happen with Black politicians as a
group concerning issues and ideas of importance to Black
Americans?
5>-..Do you feel the racial upheavals experienced during the
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